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Segmentation transfer from the reference 
frame to three other frames in alley1

Segmentation transfer on the Bonn watering can 
sequence with Felzenszwalb segmentation [2] (top 
row) and SLIC segmentation [1] (bottom row)

Results of several RGB-D scene flow and optical flow approaches on the 
Bonn multibody data set [7] and  an example of an urbane driving scene 

processing form the vKITTI data set [3] by MSF (bottom right)
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runtime comparisons of SRSR [6] and the proposed MSF for several configurations

comparisons of average EPE between scene flow projections and the ground truth 
optical flow on the MPI SINTEL [5]

End Point Error is defined as

is a projected flow vector

is a ground truth vector

In the experimental evaluation we use:  
- MPI SINTEL [5]
- virtual KITTI [3]
- Bonn multibody data set [7]
- own RGB-D recordings
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… and compare the following methods:  
- Primal-Dual Flow [4]
- Semi-Rigid Scene Flow [6]
- Multi-Frame Optical FLow [8]
- tv-l1 optical flow [10]

data term (brightness constancy)
projective ICP term
(point-to-plane)

lifted segment pose regularizer robust weight optimizer multiframe pose 
concatenation term
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compute 
oversegmentation

build a 
connectivity graph
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Energy OptimizationEnergy Optimization

Huber norm: 
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global optimization over multiple frames
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- take advantage of point set registration 
(projective point-to-plane ICP term)
- lifting function for coherent segment transformations
- using the efficient framework of non-linear least squares

- transformations are parametrized by piecewise rigid motions
- depth channel is used to obtain oversegmentation of the scene
- segmentation of a scene is kept fixed
- a global scene-flow formulation over multiple frames

segment connectivityoversegmentation

a pyramid with 
visualized normals

result of pICPinput frames

Example: 

pICP brightness constancy 

oversegmentation of 
the reference frame

segmentation transfer 
into the current frame

our MSF result 
(projected)

ground truthinput RGB-D frames (overlayed)

We minimize the energy using Levenberg-Marquardt (ceres solver, C++, multithreaded):

The total number of residuals: 

in every iteration of projective ICP: 
- update per-segment correspondences
- update camera per-segment alignment

# of individual frame-to-frame 
(two frame) combinations

# of valid 3D point 
pairs (two frames)

# of valid pixel 
pairs (two frames)

# of weights 
(lifting)

# of pose pairs (number of non-zero elements in the 
segment adjacency matrix), for every two frame case

# of concatenated 
transformations
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